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Introduction

Data in the medical domain is often spread across multiple sites (labs / hospitals etc.). Owing

to privacy and regulatory concerns, such data often cannot be shared or distributed [1]. The

collection of such data is expensive, time-consuming, and subject to multiple situational factors

(such as availability of subjects, expert technicians, and instrumentation). As such, it is infeasible

to collect medical/clinical data on a large scale, which imposes a significant data-size constraint in

applying ML methods to medical tasks.

A common solution to this is Federated Learning (FL) [2], which learns a shared model by aggre-

gating locally-computed updates. However, we do not ‘combine’ individual models to create a

centralized model. Instead, we take inspiration from tree-based ensemble methods and use ma-

jority voting of the local models to get a final prediction. As far as we are aware, this approach

has not been used before for Federated Learning.

Figure 1. Conventional model training vs. federated model training

Stemformatics is an “easy-to-use and intuitive tools for biologists” [3]. In order to make the data

from Stemformatics usable for ML applications, we collate, prepare and make available a uni-

fied stem-cell potency dataset. We combined 329 different stem cell datasets of heterogeneous

structure hosted on Stemformatics consisting of RNASeq and Microarray gene expression data,

and reduced the label set from 100+ stem cell types based on location to 4 types based on stem

cell potency. After cleaning and preparation, the sample size in this data set is 3294 samples with

11980 genes.

Datasets

For the Stemformatics dataset [3], samples are divided into four stem-cell categories based on

potency, namely- iPSC (896 samples), hESC (585 samples), hMSC (997 samples), and hUSC (816

samples). In the Breast Cancer Wisconsin (Diagnostic) dataset [4], the class labels are malignant

(212 instances) and benign (357 instances). For the UCI Breast Cancer dataset [5] class labels are

no-recurrence-events (201 instances) and recurrence-events (85 instances).

Table 1. Datasets

Dataset # Samples Numerical

Features

Categorical

Features

Classes

Stemformatics 3294 11980 0 4

Breast Cancer Wiscon-

sin (Diagnostic)

569 30 0 2

UCI Breast Cancer 286 0 9 2

Methods

To get a measure of baseline performance, we use 5 classical MLmodels for the classification task

for all three datasets. Note: For the following plot, the models have access to the full data for

training.

Figure 2. Performance of different models on each dataset with classical training.

Federated Learning

We experiment with classical ML models under a Federated Learning setup because tree-based

methods are known to outperform Neural Networks on typical tabular data [6]. These models are

also far less data-hungry than large neural network models, and are easier to train which becomes

especially important in a federated setup since the local sites often may not have adequate re-

sources to train resource-intensive models. These models are also interpretable and explainable,

which is very crucial aspect in medical domain analysis. Our centralised model is an ensemble of

the individual site models and to get a prediction for a sample, we take the majority vote of the

predictions made by the individual models.

For the Stemformatics dataset, the classification task is: given a cell gene expression sample,

classify it into one of the four stem cell classes. The Stemformatics dataset is a collection of

multiple (329) smaller datasets. We separate the samples into 5 different sites containing roughly

equal number of samples and the data is pre-processed locally at every site. After the initial

splitting there is no interaction between the data of different sites which attempts to mimic what

is usually observed in the real world.

Figure 3. Performance comparison of local site models with ensemble model: Stemformatics

For the breast cancer datasets, we take a hypothetical setting of 3 different sites, containing

roughly equal samples and the data is not shared across sites. We train a Decision Tree (DT) clas-

sifier at each site with its own data and measure the performance of the model at that particular

site. We use only 3 sites instead of 5 because the number of samples in both these datasets is

around ̃10X less than that in the Stemformatics, and we wanted every site to contain at least 100

samples.

Figure 4. Performance comparison of local site models with ensemble model: Breast Cancer Wisconsin

Figure 5. Performance comparison of local site models with ensemble model: Breast Cancer Dataset

Discussion

From Figures 3, 4, 5, it can be observed that Federated Learning on Decision Tree with majority

voting improves the performance at each site when compared to the local model. Table 2 com-

pares the FL ensemble model’s performance with that of a model trained on the entire training

dataset. From the results we can see that sample size and the type of features affect the models

performance. UCI Breast Cancer dataset has only 286 samples with categorical features, and all

models perform poorly on this dataset. For the other two datasets, all models’ accuracy is more

than 90%. For Stemformatics dataset, the FL ensemble model’s accuracy is lower than that of a

centralised model, which can be attributed to the loss in information due to the data-split across

5 sites.

Dataset Centralised training with Decision

Tree

Ensemble in Federated Learning

Stemformatics 88% 80-82%

Breast Cancer Wiscon-

sin (Diagnostic)

92% 94-95%

UCI Breast Cancer 65% 64-68%

Table 2. Comparison of models’ performance in centralised vs federated setting

Conclusion and FutureWork

A unified gene expression dataset from Stemformatics is made available in a format suitable for

training ML models. We also compare the FL-based ensemble model with conventional models.

Then, We show that FL-based ensemble of Decision Trees improves the performance compared

to a local model at individual sites. In this work, we have considered samples distributed across

multiple sites, i.e., data is horizontally partitioned. For future work, we would like to experiment

where each site has different set of features, i.e., data is vertically partitioned. Since taking the

majority vote of predictions by local models is a simplistic approach, it can be beneficial to explore

better ways of combining the local models into a centralized model.
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